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available
Limited Release

ingredients
Pacific Jade, Galaxy, Azacca, 

Lemon Drop and Simcoe hops

beer description
After spending the winter holed up in a trailer parked in a remote swamp with nothing but baked beans and model airplane glue to sustain him, Florida Man is 
ready to terrorize humanity once again. Only this time, he’s got a freshly trimmed mustache, a brand new polyester shirt from the thrift store and a shiny 
wristwatch that he “found on the ground, I swear man!”
That’s right, Florida Man is back and better than ever. The recipe for our Crazy Hoppy Double IPA has been given an update for 2019 and boasts a drier, cleaner 
malt profile and additional hop varietals that boast notes of honeydew and melon. Look for the 4-pack cans of Florida Man (the beer) in the Cigar City Brewing 
Tasting Room and look for Florida man (the person) in local fast food parking lots and county lock-ups. The world needs heroes, and in our home state of Florida 
only a very special hero will do. A hero with a shark tooth around his neck, a Grim Reaper tattoo on his arm and a rap sheet longer than his mama’s mustache. A 
hero who’s forgotten more about amateur taxidermy and alligator rasslin’ than you’ll ever know. What better way to pay tribute to our beloved Florida Man than 
with a big ol’ Double India Pale Ale brewed with bright, citrusy hops and an assertive bitterness that just about matches Florida Man’s general disposition. This 
hopped-up whopper of a beer is big in character and guaranteed to sear itself into your memory, just like “the world’s worst superhero,” Florida Man.

tasting notes
A modern Double IPA with a tropical expression from the blend of American hops including Pacific Jade, Galaxy, Azacca, Lemon Drop and Simcoe is balanced by 
delicate peach esters from a unique Double IPA yeast and a dash of Canadian honey malt.
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